A mechanism for isotonic fluid flow through the tight junctions of Necturus gallbladder epithelium.
During isotonic fluid flow, Necturus gallbladder epithelium mediates net fluxes of paracellular probes by a convective process. We show here that the paracellular system is modeled by permeation through three populations of channels: (i) convective parallel-sided ones of width 7.7 nm (ii) small diffusive ones of radius approximately 0.6 nm, and (ii) large diffusive ones of radius exceeding 50 nm. The reflexion coefficient of the convective channels is very low and the calculated osmotic flow rate is close to zero when compared with the observed fluid absorptive rate of 2 x 10(-6) cm/sec. Analysis reveals that the convective channels behave as though closed to back-diffusion of probes; if this is due to solvent drag then very high fluid velocities are required, acting through minute areas. There are no transjunctional gradients that could drive the flow, and so the fluid must be propelled through the channel by components of the junction. We propose a mechanism based upon an active junctional peristalsis which allows discrimination on the basis of molecular size, in which the channels are always occluded at some point and so back-diffusion cannot occur. There is no local gradient of salt distal to the junctions and therefore the osmotic permeability of the membranes is irrelevant. High fluid velocities are not required, and the flow can occur over a substantial fraction of the junction. The mechanism must involve motile and contractile elements associated with the junction for which there is already considerable evidence.